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You will notice that the substance of the certain parts control the limbs, others the face,
cerebrum is folded, or convoluted as w~ say, and so on. Our illustration (page 543) emphaand by this means a muqh larger surface is sizes the fact that speec-h is controlled by that .
possible than if the brain were smooth. The part of the brain which is immediately behind
more humble creatures, such as a squirrel or a the forehead.
bird, have brains with smooth surfaces, the
Whilst it is true that certain areas of control
monkeys have brains with a .c ertain amount of have been identified, we must admit that there
folding, but not nearly as much as in man. · are many parts of the brain that are not known
'T he degree of intelligence is in some way con- to control any ·special functions. One peculiar
nected with the amount of folding.
fact is well established, and that is that the
Great Men with Small B,rains
right-hand side of the brain controls the left
In saying this we are _on much firmer ground side of the body, and vice versa.
In studying this intricate telephone system
t han in saying that t he degree of intelligence
depends upon mere size or weight of brain. we must not forget that the operators require
·The sizes of brains of T H E c H I E F PARTs. 0 F T H E B RA 1 N food and rest, and that
certain men, famous ant ~~;----··~·--·-·- .., . . ~.. . . .
. - . -· . . ·~ "'··. ., 1 the wires need repair.
otherwise, have been r ., -.· . ,·
. ~ 1 A complicated system do£
1
.c arefully calculated, and f'*
: . ,.
; b 1ood - vesse1s sprea .s
it has been found that ,.. ;'
' through the material of
.some with small brains
' the brain, thus taking to
have been blessed with
millions of little nerve
genius just as much as
·
c e 11 s the necessary
nourishment. Sleep en-others with large brains.
Again, some prehist oric
abies the cells to rest .
The Great IVlystery ~
.races possessed brains
larger than those of any
Although so much is
race of mankind existing
now known about the
to-day, yet the intellibrain and the way in
gence of prehistoric man ~
which it works, the great
was on a lower plane.
®.:. •
mystery, the exact
Considering now the
nature and origin of our
white substance of the . The Cerebrum, or hemispheres of the brait?-, is the part conscious
experiences,
brain we find that it which governs the intell.igence. The Cerebellum, or remains as mysterious
. ' ..
.
.
" little brain," seems to co-ordinate the muscular moveconsists of an mtr1cate ments. In the Medulla Oblongata, which connects the as ever. All that can
network of nerve fibres brain· to the spinal co.rd, are centred the nerves control- be said with certainty is
.and the. relati~n betwee~ ling the automatic movements, such as heart-beats, etc. that every little thought
the grey and white substances appears to be or emotion is accompanied by some little action
that the grey oells are the operators which taking place in the cells of the cerebral grey
play upon the white fibres, <?-ausing them to matter.
transmit suitable messages to various parts of BRAKES. Devices for checking speed have
the body.
been used ever since men first invented wheeled
The similarity of the brain to a telephone vehicles. They all depend on friction. The
exchange is very striking. . All parts of the body simplest and probably the most primitive
are supplied with nerves which correspond to method is to lock one or more wheels by a chain
telepho~e wires, and these nerves are connected
fastened to the axle when going downhill.
with the brain by means of the spinal cord. The The next step is to attach " shoes " of wood or
way in which brain messages work may be metal so that they can be applied to the rim
illustrated by referen-ce to the eye. When this of the wheel by pressure of the foot on. a lever.
!Organ sees anything, an approaching motor-car Then comes the invention of more effective
for instance, a picture is formed on the sensi. means· of applying these brakes by the use of
tive nervous screen at the back of the eye and a springs, hydraulic pressure, electrq-magnetism,
.
message is sent to the area at the back of the compresse~ air, or vacuum.
cerebrum where the control of vision is located.
In most modern lifts in buildings the brakeb
Instantly this part sends a m·e ssage along· the are operated by powerful springs, which press
correct nerves to the muscles of the legs, etc., metal shoes against a brake pulley at the top
with the result that one dodges the motor.
of the elevator shaft. Most motor-cars are
We have mentioned that the control of vision equipped with two sets of exceedingly powerful
is operated by a back portion of the brain, and b:vakes, and bicycles usually have ~ront and
· it must be observed that some other areas baok wheel brakes. (&e Air ; Bicycles and
appear to control certain functions. Thus Th1otor-cycles; Lifts; Motor-cars.)
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For· any .subject not found in it.s alphabetical place .see information
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